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Let’s Talk
Publicist

CoCo Wade

THE PROMOTER…

THE TALENT...

Using a very realistic approach, let‟s be mindful that
every talent sets a similar goal
of ultimately securing gigs.
That‟s predominantly the reason for creating and producing
the art of music. Gigging and
getting paid to do so is a number goal for any and everyone
who seeks this as a career—
regardless of what level.

Artists and bands on the other hand
often approach booking gigs in a totally opposite manner. If they believe
their music is hot, then they should be
booked, paid and not questioned.

When approaching clubs and
promoters; it‟ll interest you to
know that there are a few
qualities in particular that
they‟re looking for prior to considering booking you for a
show. Those things are generally popularity, a hardcore fan
base, and lots of followers to
back up each of those theories. The harsh reality is this;
promoters and clubs want to
get paid. That is their main
goal. They are not really into
the artists as much as they
want to accrue revenue. If you
look at it from their perspective, it‟ll be easy for you to
understand the process.

Justin Chinyere
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
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Concert promoters & gigging

In a nutshell, when you or
your representative contact a
club owner or venue, some of
the first things they will go
looking for relating to the talent; your social media fan
base, Google search engines,
worldwide music distributions,
professional websites and
your history of live performances. There are several
resources, these are common.

Contrary to what some might believe,
that notion is utterly ridiculous and severely untrue. Yes your craft is to be
acknowledged and celebrated. However, this is a business—not a charity.
If your music is as hot as you believe
it is, then your fan base should be
equally as hot and on fire. You should
have people following you everywhere
you go. Most of all to clubs and concerts you perform at. Ask yourself,
“would my fans pay to come see me
perform?” If the answer is no...then
you‟re not hot yet. Meaning...if at least
100 people—different people, wouldn‟t
pay to come see you perform in various cities or states, promoters won‟t
pay you simply because they wouldn‟t
make their money back. Even in a
case where you don‟t mind performing
for free; again...the promoter is trying
to make money, that means drink
sales from a crowded audience.
Therefore if you can‟t draw a crowd,
he can‟t draw money.
Let‟s talk about a way to gain a strong
and loyal fan base. It‟s often referred
to as “marrying the fan.” Start by engaging with social media followers.
Get really involved with them. Maintain a clean, consistent and good
presence on social media as you continue adding loyal fans. If you stop loving them, they‟ll stop loving you too!
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

CoCo Wade, Industry Exxposed PR

Your Publicist Knows

Let’s Talk
YOUR NETWORK

YOUR NET WORTH

The saying is true in numbers
and in theory. Your network is
your net worth. If you find
yourself often times broke, it
might be because you are
within a network of broke individuals. If you desire to have
money, then attempt to surround yourself as such. Here‟s
a tip...Proper positioning is
something you should always
remember. Make certain to
surround
yourself
around
money; around like minded
people.

At some point, you career goals and
your financial goals might conflict.
This is the part where you will begin
to use your network in order to benefit your net worth. Start by finding
ways to partner or collaborate with
experts and mentors that inspire
you. No one will be quick to shell out
cash to a struggling business.

Take time to build a great network. Be tasteful though because if your attitude sucks,
people will run from you as
opposed to gravitate to you.
You should make plans to network at least five hours per
week by doing participating in
social events, social media,
etc. If you‟re genuine, you‟ll
run across other genuine individuals.

Justin Chinyere

An actor known for Good Night (2012), Demons Never Die
(2011) and What’s Up (2010). Featured in the variety showcase,
Quarterly Wrap Festival in June ‘2016 debuting an impeccable

Monologue. It is inevitable that Justin’s actin skills far exceeds the industry’s expectations. From London to Los Angeles, in
a world wind of character traits; fully focused and always in his own lane—Justin Chinyere is well on his way to winning!
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
Photography: Kylie Lyesight
Website: www.ladywiththacamera.co.uk
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how to attract success

Networking is a job in and of
itself. The interesting thing
about it is that, once you gain
new relations, you then have
to maintain keeping them. “To
much is gained...much is required.” So, yes...you will have
to remember those relationships have to be nurtured. As
quick as your new friends
come, they‟ll go. Remember
“out of sight, out of mind.”

Keep in mind that these new friends
you have are “business” friends and
colleagues—so they will always look
at the business side of things first. If
you wish to have either them or their
money involved with you; you'll have
to be in a position to offer them
something in return. What that
something is...you‟ll have to figure
that out. You can gain ideas by
perhaps hiring a publicist.
Think of it from their perspective,
“if it don‟t make dollars, it don‟t make
since.” Now, with that in mind...go to
the drawing board and put your plan
into action. Start by contact Industry
Exxposed Public Relations “success
coaching” division so that you too,
can elevate your business by learning how to “Manifest Your Dreams.”
Let us help you to build your brand.
For more information about HOW
TO ATTRACT SUCCESS, visit us
via our website online and request
your free consultation today! Log on
to www.YourPublicistKnows.com
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

In what Jackie explains to appear like a snowballing effect; things are on an upwards slope and everything is
snowballing in the right direction. Grateful for every opportunity that comes her way, yet humble enough to
acknowledge the value that every relationship holds—the trending talent is well on her way to an award winning career. Jackie had absolutely no idea as to the level of success that lies ahead. During a recent audio interview with
magazine editor-in-chief CoCo Wade, the noted singer/musician states “I was already excited, just doing the two
things; an Exxpose Magazine cover story and my album release party; I can‟t handle all of this.”
Jackie Venson has continually grabbed the attention of countless press and media outlets; including leaving lasting
impressions on many of the right people as she effortlessly allures the industry with her eclectic talent; much like
KAZI 88.7FM radio station manager Steve Savage who alerted us of Jackie‟s electrifying talent and showmanship.
This ultimately sparked an interest as we grew undeniably fond of the singer/musician as a talent and true professional. In an effort to get the surreal story and uncover testimonials, Exxpose Magazine ventured to capture the
soulful blues talent in a exclusive interview. Shortly after acquainting in person and just before a live performance in
the heart of downtown Austin at the extraordinary Hotel Van Zandt. Poised with grace and her guitar in hand Jackie
welcomed the interview and new relationship with the publication. There‟s no doubt that she has a oneness with her
guitar. The passion she shares is inevitable. She‟s confortable in hew own skin and is very approachable.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Grateful for Exxpose Magazine,
Jubilee illustrates “it‟s a beautiful
thing to be on the cover of Exxpose Magazine, “what an honor it
is to have been elected as Exxpose Magazine‟s first cover story”
in June „2011, Jubilee opens up
to CoCo Wade further stating that
this monumental moment of having accomplished 65 issues is
merely a reflection of Exxpose‟
success, tenure and longevity in
comparison to his own continued
success and elevation over a
span of 23 years in the entertainment industry. Proud of the fact
that he still has a 16X20 poster of
the Exxpose Magazine cover first
story look plastered on his wall—
filled with pride, exclaiming how
great it looks to this date.
Surprising, yet simultaneous to
reclaimed Exxpose‟ then 50th
cover, at a time when happened
to be turning 50 years old.

Exxpose Magazine shot the monumental feature look amidst the heart
of the New Orleans French Quarters
in an effort to capture the essence of
what DJ Jubilee entices as it relates
to his music compilations and his
multi-culturally diverse fan base.
Wearing a distinctive, GQ ensemble
featuring an embellished masculine
rose button up and checkered bow
tie, the renowned legend represented everything dapper in a classic
man. That‟s the Kappa in him, I suppose. Contrary to what some might
imagine, considering his ordinary
swag—he is quite a distinguished
gentleman.
Jubilee has recently joined Exxpose
Magazine‟s Beating the Odds benefit concert launching in March „2017.
When it comes to community and
humanitarian efforts Jubilee is no
stranger. Contributing in more ways
than imaginable, DJ Jubilee is a
longtime educator teaching and instructing in one of the most remarkable areas of education, special ed.
He continued to involve himself in
city-wide spectaculars as well as
stop-the-violence movements like
“Cease Fire, where he performed a
few weeks ago.” Physically active
and still coaching football (the Panthers), at the Al Davis playground in
New Orleans. The team are the defending champions from last year,
yielding 13 district titles. Having
went to 12 championships in the last
13 years, the team is doing exceptional.
Advising aspiring entertainers to remain humble and to portray humility—Jubilee encourages the younger
generation to “clean up your
friends.” It‟s a tactic he uses to maintain “making great choices.” Jub describes his success in part being
due to able to make great choices
such as surrounding oneself with
greatness, as opposed to hanging
out with groups and gangs.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In a monumental first ever cover story, second generation musician and soulful blues singer Jackie Venson opens
up to Exxpose Magazine about her music journey and plight to success. Currently landing countless opportunities
while capturing press and media headlines in addition to touring tirelessly. The pioneering musical phenomenon embraces a world wind of new and developing ventures. Moving at the speed of light, creating her own lane and cherishing a lifetime of memories evolving from a mutual bond and passion for music, much like her father who is also a
longtime singer, musician and band leader. Jackie Venson carries on in a way that she is kind of obsessed with her
music and eludes in learning the multiple facets of it‟s evolution.

Exxpose Magazine congratulates
DJ Jubilee for having been the
publication‟s very first cover story
after launching more than 4 years
ago. Jubilee, inspired by one of
the industry‟s hip-hop and bounce
pioneers, the late Warren Maze,
who peaked about 500 shows
during his time. DJ Jubilee was
intrigued to exceed that same
mile marker in his career alike.
Through consistency and perseverance, fortunate enough, Jubilee is now approaching 1,000
shows. Thus, exceedingly and
abundantly surpassing his inspiration by two times the number of
shows. Having exactly 947 shows
under his belt, and with more on
his events calendar, Jub is rapidly
approaching his lifetime goal of
1,000 live shows.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In an exclusive sit down interview
with CoCo Wade, Take Fo‟ Records artist, DJ Jubilee speaks out.

When asked the question, “how
does Jubilee get such an intense
reaction from audience everywhere,” he explains how much his
electrifying energy is invited and
how he feeds off of them. “I love
performing in front of the people
and making them happy.” It‟s all
about giving back, he believes “If
you help someone, you will get your
blessings.”
What people should know about DJ
Jubilee, in his own words, “I am for
the people, I will care for you before
I care for myself. If, you‟re down—I
like to pick you up.”
Jubilee is in the final phases of
prepping to launch his latest album
release. The project will include
unique sounds like the first ever
New Orleans, bus stop—bounce
song, also a New Orleans Second
Line Mardi Gras song, as well as a
song about all of the HBCU‟s...the
South West Athletic Colleges, it‟s a
song called the “SWAC, a song featuring BG,” but more than anything,
of course it includes the original hit
“Get It Ready.” Seemingly, the album is already taking off and gaining a lot of attention.
DJ Jubilee created a totally unique
sound by adding the brass band
“Hot 8” to his New Orleans, bus
stop song, which is another one of
his latest track stemming from the
new album. This will make for an
amazing line dance song. We‟re
wrapping up the back end of the
video at the moment.
With a very promising career up
ahead, Jubilee is expected to perform in huge concert in Washington, D.C. celebrating Louisiana politician Cedric Richmond and more
developing dates to come.
For booking info contact Jubilee‟s
Manager Eldon at (504) 220-5905,
Take Fo Entertainment on all social
media handles, @Take Fo‟
Entertainment IG: DJ Jubilee
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Jackie Venson, born and raised in Austin, Texas grew up in a musical family.
Her father, whose a 40 year veteran
base player, singer and band leader of
at least three different bands over time.
Jackie would on look as multiple bands
would come over to her house conducting live rehearsals. Often times sitting
outside of the rehearsal space while
listening in on sessions; as well as seldom stepping into the rehearsal atmosphere for even a closer listen. Either
way she couldn‟t escape the birth of live
music in her home. It was seemingly a
way of life; a really cool thing in her
view point. Jackie had the honor and
perhaps even an obligation in some
cases to would accompany her father
on ideal gigs. Highlighting the fact that
while it was cool to have that privilege—
her father put them to work in helping
unload band equipment as well. Being
able to see the whole process was what
she found to be really enlightening.
In learning other important values and
insight from her dad on how to succeed
in the music industry, Jackie was taught
that “If you want to be the leader of the
band, you‟d have to be the person with
the PA system and rehearsal space,
that‟s how you to become leader of the
band.”
It is quite obvious that Jackie has a
burning desire for music. The work that
goes into building her career can be
complicated but as well very rewarding.
Jackie shared—in a very innocent way
that once she accomplishes a goal,
she‟s like “Jackie‟s...out, drops mic.”
Basically adding to her laundry list of
attributes to the music and entertainment industry. Often times moving on to
something else.

www.ExxposeMagazine.net

For Jackie the guitar was not the first
instrument she‟d had a passion for. She
actually had a thirteen year long stint
with the piano year before picking up
her new love, the guitar.

During our interview the singer
speaks of what we refer to as the
“The Jackie Venson Experience.”
It‟s really intense, not just doing it
because I like it or because I want
to get laid or something, I‟m doing
it because I‟m kind of obsessed
with my music. Another thing that
inspires me is that all of the musiJackie speaks of another student
cians I play with are really, really
much older than her; and really good,
good. I mean crazy good. Often
after walking in on the back end of his
times I just get wrapped up in
piano lesson in a moment where he
watching the drummer play for like
was just ripping it up. She sits and
four minutes. It gets really intense.
watches, admiring his talent. That was
As soon as I‟d finish looking at him
the moment she knew what she wantI find myself starring at the bass
ed to do. Her piano teacher advised
player. It‟s super intense because
her of a step by step process needed
everybody is like super into it.” Rivto accomplish her goal. She‟d set a
eting comments from crowd goers
goal after seeing that older kid play.
exclaiming Jackie‟s performances
Shortly after, getting connected to her
evokes a really intense and loud
instrument was going to be critical.
electrifying presence as the soulful
Transitioning to the guitar was yet an- musician and her band rocks out
leaving everything on the stage.
other highlight. It would work in her
favor, the fact that she‟d learned how
Jackie relates to many talents in
to connect with an instrument at a
that being an independent artist
young age. Nevertheless picking up
and getting your name out there
the guitar at 21, she was able to byseems daunting. There are so
pass common distractions. Inadvertmany people to reach out to. It
ently by this time, the blues singer,
seems like an entire world of peofeeling down as a result of drifting
ple you have to connect with.
away from her piano and classical mu- Jackie shares what she has
sic. After mastering playing the song
learned from first hand experience.
she longed to learn—back when she
“Honestly, all you have to do is
was inspired by the older kid in her
have a vision—a goal.”
piano days. She‟d achieved that goal
“Once you create something that
as was ready to move on.
you‟re really proud of, just put it
Jackie explains some of her inspira- out there. I‟ve realized that you
tion. “Listening to all of the incredible only have to meet like a hundred
guitar players at Berkley in Boston people. They know all of the rest
while I was in attendance wowed me. I of the people. For example, I met
had that same moment that I had as a Steve Savage, who introduced me
kid—the exact same moment like to like thirty people. All thirty of
when I listening to the piano player. those people are some pretty seriOnly this time, at Berkley I‟m watching ous movers and shakers. Now if
some awesome kid play an Electric all thirty of them knows another
blues guitar. That was the moment two hundred people, who are also
movers and shakers—you‟re now
when I set a new goal. “
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
well connected.
Equipped with immaculate skills while
playing an obscure style, sort of like
classical piano. Having worked hard
at it with only one piano teacher for a
period of twelve years. A piano teacher who was inspiring therefore giving
her the freedom to create music without restrictions.

www.ExxposeMagazine.net
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The insatiable R&B/Pop vocalist “Moni” is on the rise and has erupted with a world wind of music ventures. Born Monica Young, hailing from
Rockdale, Texas—she‟s taking the industry by storm. What sets her apart from other entertainers is that she is only thirteen, yet infused with
undeniable ambition. Moni‟s key to success lies within her determination, patience, and humbleness. Though Moni elates in all genres of music,
her particular music craft sets the tone for new age R&B and Pop. Inspiration stems from her passion for music and eclectic sounds; as well as
her love for God and her family. Moni began singing in church choirs at a very young age. Since then she has participated in the notable
Wongkavile Studio‟s “We Are Texas” compilation in January 2015—where she was discovered by Record Label Manager Todd Engle of Insanely Gifted Entertainment. Managed by the sought-after record label executive and radio personality, Moni has quite an extensive selection of
Texas area resources at her finger-tips.
Amidst several projects and collaborations, the pioneering talent has worked with the group T.R.U., “The Realest Unknown,” as she distinctively
stood out in her own way. Devoted to her passion and music craft Moni inevitably embraced transitioning into a solo act. Moni breaks through in
„2016 debut performances sharing the same stage as hip-hop mogul “Lil Flip” on one stage, simultaneously spiraling onto another show sharing
the stage with renowned hip-hop legends “U.N.L.V” during the highly anticipated SXSW 30th anniversary weekend in Austin. Moni released
her single “Make That Money” in March 2016 at a time when the music industry annually embraces artistry and cutting edge developments .
Currently alluding in her recent EP release “Look At Me,” Moni is set to take the stage on March 15th in Austin during SXSW week where she
will introduce songs from her EP in addition to a noted cover song.
Focused on production full speed ahead and currently composing the forthcoming album “Music is Life” expected to release in 2017. You can
be sure to anticipate much more stemming from singer Moni in the near future. Equipped with a vigorous mindset, plus an all out courageous
persona; Moni is hardworking and talented to say the least. She attributes her accomplishments to her family, management (Todd Engle of Insanely Gifted Entertainment), and publicist (CoCo Wade of Industry Exxposed PR). Though Moni is young, she wants everyone to know that she
is very serious about her business, and works just as hard as many entertainers twice her age. Available on CD Baby, iTunes and everywhere
digitally, Moni‟s music has taken a national platform as she and her team progresses to approach heightened success in what we know as the
trending music industry.

www.ExxposeMagazine.net
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A host of new music projects evolving from Insanely Gifted, R&B enthusiast Moni contends to grab the attention of media and has already
landed a February 2017 special edition cover story feature in Exxpose Magazine. Moni is elated about the direction of her career path and journey to stardom. In her interview for the national publication, Moni discusses her youthful career and plight to success. The alluring and witty
vocalist has attained numerous awards as recipient of the Texas Artist Showcase “Female Rap Artist of the Year,” as well as “Rap Song of the
Year,” and the 2016 Exxpose Magazine EME Award which is extended to emerging artists. There‟s no doubt this young talent will continue
adding to her laundry list of accomplishments and endeavors. Making waves across Texas and soon to explore national platforms in Los Angeles, New Orleans and of course Austin where she will perform live in concert as a part of Beating The Odds benefit concert set to take place
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
summer „2017. Moni will be sharing the stage with the likes of Grammy winning R&B vocalist Howard Hewett, Bounce Legend DJ Jubilee
and R&B and Pop singer Denisia. Insanely Gifted R&B singer Moni is ambitious and open to the idea of frequenting more shows including
festivals and citywide spectacular events both regionally and nationally. For booking inquiries, press and/or publicity contact Management/
Insanely Gifted Entertainment at (512) 365-0896. or via email T.G.Engle@gmail.com

EXXPOSE: Why the trumpet?
Henry F. Holden: I play to enjoy it. As well, it provides an opportunity to play with like-minded people in an effort to make music
together in a Band or an "orchestra" setting. It‟s good for the soul, exercises another part of the brain, and gives creativity a go.
Sharing the making of music (and understanding that an audience is the target) makes it more fun.
I was introduced to the trumpet at an early age. I think I was either in the 5th or 6th grade. I didn't really develop trumpet skills
until high school where I performed with the marching band and participated in concert performances. After high school, I put the
trumpet on the back burner to pursue other interests in media and entertainment.
EXXPOSE: Why now?

Start Benefiting from your PR relationship

Got Questions?

Henry F. Holden: I've been producing artists for over 23 years (from the likeness of Da, Sha Ra, DJ Jubilee, Willie Puckett,
Choppa, Baby Boy, Tec 9 from UNLV, Lisa Amos, Katey Red, Big Freeda). The list goes on and on. Now that particular audience has grown up and I want to do something different. But still keeping it appealing to that target audience. We've done rap,
R&B, hip hop, gangster, even pop, but we‟ve never done jazz. So I‟ve dusted off the old trumpet, oiled up the valves and I'm
ready to do this in a whole new way.

EXXPOSE: Let‟s talk about behind the music. In your own words describe for the readers, who is Take Fo' Records?
Henry F. Holden: Take Fo‟ Records are our fans. If we didn't have fans that supported us through the years we wouldn't still be
here, you wouldn't be conducting this interview and I wouldn't be on this cover. But the people that put it all together, the driving
force behind Take Fo' Records are Earl J. Mackie, he is co founder. president and senior executive. Henry F. Holden, I'm co
founder, Vice President and senior executive, Eldon D. Anderson, CEO for the gulf coast region and Terry Wilburn, CEO for the
Central America region. Let's not forget our DJ's, they play a vital role in the circulation of our music throughout the radio and
club scenes.
EXXPOSE: What is Take Fo' Records‟ focus at this time? Any new and evolving projects stemming from music artists?
Henry F. Holden: We are finishing up on a DJ Jubilee Greatest Hits CD. Jubilee is very excited about this project because he
was able to capture the true essence of his music, that can be heard all year round. He has Mardi Gras songs, S.W.A.C songs,
hell— he‟s even got a line dance that's making waves and is taking off to be another classic hit. There is also another project we
feel good about and that is the formation of the Jambalaya Jazz Orchestra under the direction of yours truly. I plan on bringing
you jazz unlike you‟ve ever heard before.
EXXPOSE: What has been your biggest challenge within the entertainment industry?
Henry F. Holden: It's difficult to pin it down to one particular issue. But for me there are a couple of bigger trends that are dominating. First, the importance of data within the industry. Who's responsible for getting the data correct? I fear that „digital‟ departments in record labels and distributors are being staffed by inexperienced and low-paid or unpaid interns. Data entry is more critical for the success of music businesses more now than ever. Secondly, the role of technology in driving discovery and curating
great music as consumers move from ownership to access. It won‟t be an easy journey and many labels, artists and even music
services will feel things get worse before they get better. But make no mistake, we are on the verge of a new era for the music
industry. The disruptive transformations that have taken place since the late 1990‟s were the shifting of the sands. Consumer
behaviors have changed, perceptions of value of music monetarily and culturally has changed and technology has changed.
EXXPOSE: What is the one quality you and your team has instilled in artists on the Take Fo‟ roster?
Henry F. Holden: The one quality I think we instilled in our artists is when ever you are out there you must entertain your audience. If you are just going to go out there and sing or rap your song, than you failed as an artist. Your fans might as well go
home, pop your CD in and just call it a day. But if your performance is entertaining then your fans have an experience that will
last a lifetime.

www.ExxposeMagazine.net
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Exxpose Magazine is an entertainment and lifestyle publication with emphasis focused on the profound exploration of Music, Moguls, Models & Media. We have collectively established this publication as a dominant voice
and a networking outlet for industry advocates to land extraordinary relationships and countless opportunities.
Over the years, through many productions, endeavors and by contributing tons of public relations advice, Exxpose
Magazine and it‟s affiliates have been the vehicle to success for many legendary as well as thriving entertainers.
Embracing innovations of a new platform to encompass entertainment & lifestyle.
This issue of Exxpose Magazine elates in the Mardi Gras themed collector‟s edition cover story...New Orleans‟
own Blaine Kern Jr. and Owen Brennan. Evoking impeccable legendary traditions over nearly a lifetime. It is
with great pleasure, we embrace celebrating such renowned pioneers and industry moguls. The dynamic duo have
endured a legacy of winning amidst the culture of New Orleans and as well entertainment at it‟s finest. Exxpose
Magazine is pleased to welcome Blaine Kern Jr. and Owen Brennan as they embark upon yet another spectacular
endeavor, the eclectic and unique “Buzz Box” premium brand.

Got Questions?
Photo by: Dick Darby

EXXPOSE: Has anything in particular sparked your interests with Jazz music?
Henry F. Holden: I like jazz because its harmonic structure is so much more complex (and therefore allows for more possibilities)
than almost all other forms of music. Whether you are playing it or composing it, you have such a wide variety of chords to use. Only
in jazz can you use some crazy chord that, without any accompaniment, sounds really dissonant and awful. But put in the right place
of a piece, it can be so perfect.
Like almost any form of music, jazz is best when listened to live. However, I think it is even more so for jazz. I can't really explain
why, but I know that there is some stuff that when I listen to it at home, it's pretty good, but when I hear it live, it's just absolutely
incredible. So live at the Sanger Theatre, Henry F. Holden and The Jambalaya Jazz Orchestra. Has a nice ring to it huh?
EXXPOSE: What is the title of your upcoming projects or albums?
Henry F. Holden: I played around with lots of titles for this project, but because of the content of this project I decided to call it
"DaJa Vu" because all the songs on this first release are songs you probably heard before from way back.
EXXPOSE: What inspires your passion to make music?
Henry F. Holden: My relationship with music is one of complete devotion. It's a calling — no one chooses it. It finds you and once it
takes hold, it never lets go. Music drives me to do things, take chances and attempt things none of my friends would. There's no other way to describe my unrelenting need to create music other than addiction. More importantly, seeing the face of an artist when he
or she hears their song on the radio for the first time, or when their in the studio and suddenly they realize that their dreams are finally coming true. For me, knowing you had everything to do with it—that inspires my passion to make music.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Exxpose Magazine pays tribute to phenomenal legendary and thriving music artists, actors, models and moguls
— soaring to ensure that the entertainment industry explodes and far exceeds the nation‟s expectations. Exxpose
Magazine subscribers and readers can expect cutting edge and surreal testimonials, real life stories as we highlight
feature moguls and universal events abroad. In this publication you will find inspirational experiences, a wealth of
knowledge, professional industry advice and industry updates.
In closing, we‟d like to thank everyone for the continued support of Exxpose Magazine.
See you in the spot light!
Founder/Editor-in-Chief
Shantrell “CoCo” Wade
Executive Contributors
Shantrell “CoCo” Wade, Felton Langlois, Derrick McAllister and Diamond Beckley-Jones
Contributing Photographers
Exxpose Magazine/Exxpose Media (Cover)
Trendy Photography
Contributing Graphics, Edits and Retouches
Dick Darby, Huwa Photography, Exxpose Media and Trendy Photography
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What‟s intriguing about the innovation
of the beverage is that the founder
and developer has children. He was
sitting and watching them drink fruit
juice out of the box with a straw and
pondered if whether adults would do
the same. Thus, developing. Buzz
Box. Unique in itself, it is totally self
contained which allows individuals to
get around open container laws, glass
laws, can laws, around swimming
pools, beaches...the slogan is “we go
wherever you go.”

www.ExxposeMagazine.net

It‟s newest innovation is Blaine
and Owen‟s Hurricane flavor. The
beverage is a noteworthy product
that truly speaks for itself. One
taste and you‟re convinced; that‟s
it—just one taste. Owen explains
“there‟s a buzz in every box.”
This couldn‟t be more true and
fitting. The culmination of the two
business moguls was inevitable,
considering the fact that restaurants, events and celebrations
are their lives. Such a collaboraMardi Gras certainly has a treat in tion only makes since. It‟s absoIn a personal experience CoCo Wade that Buzz Box will be posted along lutely necessary.
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is next to launch. “The Classic Mojito, Whiskey Lemonade, ans this Mardi Gras season.
more...the
great thing about Buzz Box is that Perfect Margarita, Long Island, Clas- For more info visit Buzz Box at
there are certainly lots of avenues to sic Greyhound, Classic Cosmo, www.BuzzBoxCocktails.com.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
have fun,” he explains.
Extreme Coconut to Bloody Mary.
Whether you‟re going to a parade or
elsewhere; as opposed to lugging
around ice chests with cups, ice,
bottles of vodka or a half gallon of
orange juice. You can take the exact
same thing along, by simply placing
Buzz Box in the freezer in a container about the size of a six pack the
night before—and you‟re done! It
stays cold and the great thing about
it, if you don‟t drink it, just bring it
home. It has a really good shelf life.

Excited and honored to speak about what‟s trending within the entertainment and beverage industry. In an
exclusive sit down interview with Exxpose Magazine‟s found CoCo Wade, pioneers Blaine Kern Jr. and Owen
Brennan engage in a surreal conversation detailing aspects of the Buzz Box premium cocktail. Moreover, what
we can expect from the new buzz. Undeniably edgy and tasteful—already Buzz Box is bringing people together for countless reasons.
Owen and Blaine are lifelong friends. Owen of course is noted for a legacy of fine cuisine and Blaine‟s aspect
of throwing spectacular events and parties which of course you can‟t do without having a little bit of a cocktail.
The two came upon an opportunity that was spearheaded and developed in California. According to Blaine it is
perfect, absolutely perfect for the New Orleans market. In fact, the two agree that once it hits the ground, it will
continue rolling and rolling. Blaine having known about this opportunity for quite some time, through working
relationships in California—the idea presented itself for them to have a sit down discussion where he brought
the concept and the product to Owen. Considering himself truly blessed to have been embraced with such an
outlandish business endeavor. Through continued discussions and a bond stemming from their longtime
friendship they knew they could collaborate in this capacity. Buzz Boxx is huge in California as they are
actually using the product as a jumping off point for the rest of the country; and they are right in the middle of it.
Buzz Box is defined as a personal cocktail, contained in eco-friendly packaging; completely bio-degradable,
totally natural, no additives, no preservatives, no sugar. It is absolutely 100% hand crafted premium alcohol
and fruit juice, period—end of story. Those are the ingredients in this drink!
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

This Mardi Gras themed collector‟s edition highlights New Orleans‟ own Blaine Kern Jr. and Owen Brennan.
Evoking impeccable legendary traditions over nearly a lifetime. It is with great pleasure, we embrace celebrating such renowned pioneers and industry moguls. The dynamic duo have endured a legacy of winning amidst
the culture of New Orleans and as well entertainment at it‟s finest. Exxpose Magazine is pleased to welcome
Blaine Kern Jr. and Owen Brennan as they embark upon yet another spectacular endeavor, the eclectic and
unique “Buzz Box” premium brand.
This is by far the right place and most definitely the right time to launch such a spectacular beverage product.
Like many places, New Orleans has it‟s own traditions. World travelers and tourists allude in the free-flowing
atmosphere of the Big Easy as it invites a ton of eclectic and edgy ideas of fun and excitement. Some of the
things we are most known for are food and spirits. But not just any food and spirits, the very best cuisine and
yes...the very best quality and premium cocktails.
Amidst countless celebrations across the world, the all famous Mardi Gras in New Orleans is fully underway.
The Buzz Box launch couldn‟t have developed at a better time. Positioned directly within the heart of food and
entertainment and even more so, the party of the year. New Orleanians and world travelers abroad will likely
consume the impressive premium cocktail in high volumes. It is truly “a lot of fun in a little box.”
Of course, like-minded individuals such as Kern and Owen indulge in a network of great business relationships.
It is collaborations like this one that set the tone for what New Orleans culture demonstrates. Whether business
moguls, entrepreneurs, socialites or community leaders; creating new brands and collaborating successful business endeavors often reflects that you are expanding your family. It all goes along with the phrase “the
more...the merrier.”
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Blaine Kern Jr. and Owen Brennan are alike in more ways than one. New Orleans has been built on tradition
and culture stemming from legacies like those of which they have been graced with. ,Spearheading their visions
are passion, innovation and success. Both driven and with fine kindred spirits, Kern and Brennan have collective collaborated to introduce a new buzz.
Blaine Kern Jr., is a distinguished business mogul and owner of Mardi Gras Productions. His tenure in the business stems from a wealth of knowledge and proven results. A legacy and tradition of greatness is one that
speaks for itself. Mardi Gras productions is a premier venue proud to have produced stellar and breathtaking
events for the likes of fortune 500 companies including but not limited to Microsoft, IBM, Intel, MCI and AT&T.
Moreover, the production company has produced and captured the attentions of major media companies like
ABC, NBC and CBS as well. MGP takes pride in that their team has had the pleasure of partnering with rewarding clients to help them shape their event dreams into glorious reality. Owen Brennan, an established business
mogul himself...all too familiar with Mardi Gras and it‟s creative arts. Brennan has endured a legacy and tenure
of the food and beverage industry as a lifetime tradition for sure.
Dwelling in a lifelong relationship the duo share great familiarity one with another and have decided to connect
as only they can. Optimistic about a rewarding future for the brand, excitement yields quite an intriguing reason
to celebrate. While this is indeed a new journey, the moguls exhibit confidence and illustrates only the best!
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
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